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CHAPTER 4 
 
 
 
 
 

ROLE    OF    MUSLIM    MOVEMENT    IN    THE    IN DIAN    FREEDOM 

STRUGGLE 

 
We  all  know  the  old  explanation  that  "history  fits  in  with  the  victors."  In  the 

illustration of Muslim India, this is reflected in the genuine records of Muslim South 

Asia's rot all through the eighteenth century and its final whipping in 1857. Formed 

basically by European and Hindu history forces who dependably had no contacts past 

the Mughal court's outside edges; they could barely be obliged to present the Muslim 

discernment of events. K. Gandhi's (1869-1948) non-savage mass change, which at 

long final impelled the British out of India, has obscured past Muslim attempts to build 

the same objective. In this article, a blast is offered into this usually ignored history in 

order to remind people that Gandhi's progress did not go out in a vacuum, yet rather in 

a particular genuine acquaintanceship in which Muslims had played a master. 

 
The nearby of Emperor Aurangzeb Alamgir (1658-1707) showed a period of 

destabilization outlined by wars of advancement around his relatives and unending 

strikes by the Marahata and Sikh qualities. The political situation and evil records of 

military and different calamities served to make a demeaner of defeatism. As 

requirements be, Muslim South Asians lost to study and change, and truly severed their 

acquaintanceship with keeping tabs on. 

 
The individuals who regarded the Indians to Islam were not officers, yet the religious 

experts,  principled spouting demeanors who served  God through  focusing on  and 

responsibility,  dervishes,  and  parts  of  Sufi  advances  who ran  as  unified  with  the 

warriors that is more settled down to prepare and teach. such tries were volunteer 

meetings to allow the message of Islam. Vivified by a longing to concede Islam, which 

offered liberation and tolerability to all individuals, they pulled in different 

neighborhood  individuals.  There were different  occasions  of one extremity of the 

family entering Islam while the other proceeded in its affirmed sureness. purposes of 

his triumph did not wire urged transformations to Islam. As not, one or the other the 

Mughals nor the prior Muslim rulers forced their emotions on the nearby by masses, 
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the greater part of the individuals held their standard sentiments and their spots of 

affection remained safe and secure. 

 
Islam spread by prudence of the teachings gave by its researchers and noteworthy 

assistants. From the beginning, these sages primed similarly depended their successors 

and murids (pro arranges) to meet this require and required that them nurture their own 

particular specific particular aide examiner allots. In any case, this framework couldn't 

divert the rising of a personality boggling uneducated also semi-able new Muslim 

masses that kept innumerable un-Islamic close-by traditions and practices. Over the 

enduring, the adherents of a religion that taught advancement and development fell 

prey to untouchable ways and meetings, a progress that helped the Mughal Empire's 

injuring and destabilization. 

 
 
 
 

India Company's (hereinafter "Company") officers precisely checked on that the 

Marahatas and Sikhs had crippled the Mughal Empire and that the Organization might 

profit by fulfilling it off. 

 
 
 
 

Notwithstanding, this situation was a long way from being the walkover as some 

British also Company forces had envisioned. British understudies of history mislabeled 

India's 1857 war of chance as a "resistance," and paying little heed to the way that 

Queen Victoria required the title "Empress of India" in 1877, the imperviousness to 

British battle croceeded. Two years after reality, Persian was surrendered as the tongue 

of record and the courts and swapped by English and neighborhood vernaculars, a 

choice invited by the Anglicized Muslims regretted it, in any case, and their numbers 

in the aggregation eagerly declined. 

 
The Faraizi and Other Freedom Struggles 

 

 
For an amazing while, the Indian revolt of 1857 was viewed as the "Sepoy Mutiny." 

This clearly was from the perspective of boondocks historiography, which later was 

tried by loyalist history authorities of diverse camps, who distinguished this event as a 

marker of the first war of self-governance. 
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The analysis takes off of how the totally hosed and subsiding Muslims were furnished 

to climb up against their traveler overlords. All through their history, at whatever focus 

the ummah has landed at a low center a couple of reformers constantly climb. This 

period saw the rising of a couple of tranquil reformist consultations, the most prompt 

of which was Haji Shariat-ullah's (1781-1840) beginning of nineteenthcentury Bengal's 

first   Islamic   reformist   improvement.   Notwithstanding   the   way   that   not   a 

geographically   unlimited   improvement,   its   possessions   were   felt   over   the 

Subcontinent. 

 
In their early years, change advancements more frequently than not meet with 

wellbeing; in any case, Shariat-ullah's clear and honest to goodness tracks enchanted 

various people. He went onto uncovered a school that offered guideline and back all 

through a time of wretchedness. After a short time other potential reformers began to 

search for his conference and bearing. Thus, his kid Muhammad Mohsin noticeably 

rumored to be Dadhu Mian (b. 1819) and who in like manner performed hajj all 

through his young, moved ahead his father's mission. 

 
When he saw that the bosses required both guideline and budgetary help, he started a 

green change progression. Properly, the Faraizi change soon changed into a religio- 

monetary headway. While workers over the Subcontinent were bear, the scenario of 

the Bengali Muslim specialists and artisans was the most perceptibly disturbing, for 

they were settled in on one side by the Muslims'overall backwardness and on the other 

by the incensed exercises of their rich and talented Hindu proprietors. The change 

empowered specialists and sharecroppers to get checked rents from their proprietors to 

help make their inhabitance rights. The proprietors, be that as it may, declined and 

even tried to correct additional charge inhabitants. Dadhu Mian, more than once 

detained by the British, truly stood by the poor workers and tried to give succor and 

help and even their legitimate shield. The Faraizis "succeeded in redefining Islamic 

conviction and practice around the various Muslim workers in eastern Bengal" and 

also the "feeling of group character, of being a Muslim, was cleared up and made 

unequivocal. al. 1987) 

 
 
 
 

Much sooner than the Faraizi advancement, the eighteenth century saw the rising of 

the  complete  improvement  headed  by  Shah  Waliullah  Muhaddith  Dehlavi  (given 
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name:   Qutubuddin   Ahmad;   1703-62).   The   Walilullah   advancement   went   out 

throughout a time when Muslims were reeling under the effects of the Iranian ruler 

Nadir Shah's 1739 assault and coming about sack of Delhi, which had left thousands 

dead and millions lost in property. The obliteration was such that a couple of Muslims 

copied the Hindu Rajput custom of committing suicide by seething one's self, family, 

and having a place after defeat in battle. Disregarding the way that Waliullah's 

improvement  can't  be  recognized  as  an  instantaneous  development  to  remove  the 

British colonialists, it tried to end the Muslims' distress and enthuse them with an 

alternate spirit and mentality. 

 
 
 
 

The point when beginning his advancement, Walilullah analyzed and broke down the 

tests going up against his people. He uncovered that the Muslims' fiscal and political 

backwardness was built in the disintegrating of their social system as a result of the 

nonattendance of brightening and the imbuement of outcast tracks into a direct and 

clear trust. He had two core feelings: (1) the Muslim neighborhood couldn't be freed 

without uprooting the existing exploitative and out of line schema with an evenhanded 

and  impartial  solicitation,  and  (2)  that  a  requested  assembling  could  settle  the 

antiquated formed appeal and arrange itself to wage a fight for chance, even an 

equipped one, if needed. Subsequently, his first need was to restore the social structure 

that had been undermined by the setback of moral qualities and the pursuit for self- 

interest. His strategy was to address all sections of the aggregation, beginning with the 

representing class. In any case, in the wake of assembling no triumph around the 

legislating restrictive, he tuned at the rich and viable. 1748), the guide of Rohilkhand, 

to contact Ahmad Shah [durrani] Abdali (1723-73), the pioneer of Afghanistan, whom 

he beseeched to fulfill his dedication as a Muslim ruler and secure India's Muslims 

against the Sikh and Marahata strike. Najib succeeded in this attempt, and these forces 

joined  with  Abdali‘s  oblige  to  obliteration  the  Marahata  Confederacy  at  Panipat 
 

(1761). Notwithstanding the way that this was not a persisting triumph, it outfitted a 

much needed time of assistance from Hindu and Sikh oppression. 

 
 
 
 

All through this time of relative peace, Waliullah associated with his improvement's 

two basic players, to be particular, the workers and artisans who confined the two 
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backbones of that period's economy. He furthermore moved ahead his attempts to thrill 

all   social   regions,   both   significantly   and   morally.   The   establishment   of   his 

advancement was the conviction that chance and flourishing could be achieved just by 

making an impartial social request. 

 
 
 
 

Despite the way that Waliullah did not succeed in his mission, he in light of current 

circumstances offered a revolutionary model that could be replicated and affected 

Muslims to search for higher targets. More basically, through his works and talks he 

helped make researchers and scientists who may leave their persevering looks out for 

the nation's future. Also, his posterity Shah Abdul Aziz Muhaddith Dehlawi (1745- 

1822) proceeded his father's mission, and also made Fatah al-Aziz, which showed in 

smoothly sensible vernacular thefatah al Rahman, the first examination on the Qur'an 

that his renowned worldwide father had penned. Abdul Aziz was totally incorporated 

in helping Indian Muslims upgrade their situation. After the Company made its writ 

and people got upset with the Mughal rulers, Abul Aziz issued a fatwa broadcasting 

that it was insignificant if the British were or were not interfering with the execution of 

Islamic customs, for since Muslims had lost control of the council India had 

transformed into a battle range (dar al-harb). 

 
1761-1805) had transformed into a stipend-holder of the Company and the 

interpretation "King Shah Alam [lit.: leader of the world] just controls from Delhi to 

Palam" (scarcely ten miles southwest of old Delhi) had come to be far flung. In such an 

environment of defeatism and despair, it was an astonishing undertaking to form any 

advancement or call around Muslims for change. In such a setting, this fatwa's impact 

could be contrasted with a rock falling into a stagnant pool of water; it had no brief 

influence.  Be that as it  may, it transformed into the first and solidly pronounced 

disclosure for India's adaptability and, over the long term, may imagine improvement 

that tried to build the system of an organization that drew start from the declarations of 

God. The actuality of the scenario is that the diverse nineteenth-century Muslim 

improvements for liberation were appendages of this fair tree, for instance the early 

nineteenth-century Faraizi advancement. 
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Waliullah's  Pentecostal  improvement,  nurtured  by his  kid  Abdul  Aziz and  moved 

ahead by Sayyid Ahmad Barelvi (1786-1831) – the Tariqah-i-Muhammadiyah 

advancement – and [shah] Sayyid Muhammad Ismail Shaheed (1779-1831), uncovered 

an interchange support in Sayyid Ahmad [ibn Irfan] Shaheed (b. 1786). Beyond any 

doubt,  Sayyid  Ahmad  Shaheed's  improvement  reflected  the  right  character  and 

character of Waliullah's and Abdul Aziz's recognized. He similarly drew energy from 

the Faraizi improvement and Titu Mir's advancement. Thusly, he joined together the 

energy of these three advancements and made a plan for his own particular specific 

time and challenges. In like manner, he tried to change the Muslim neighborhood in 

light of the way that social and significant proliferation was basic to its progression 

and change. He took care of that the nation could be ready for a higher calling just after 

it had shed its syncretistic practices. In 1819, In 1819, on the guidance of his educator 

Abdul Aziz, this persuading speaker set out for Makkah, cruising from Calcutta in 

twenty vessels pass on 800 of his mates and enthusiasts. Arriving in Makkah in 1820, 

he met with and exchanged musings with Bulgarian and Egyptian scientists. Then, an 

alternate enemy had developed, specifically, the Sikhs, who now regulated the Punjab 

with Britain's blessings and underpin. Likewise, the Sikhs had begun a guideline of 

trepidation and had even banned calling the adhan in mosques. Therefore, it was key to 

fight them first and after that the British. 

 
 
 
 

An unpleasant whispering fight, rebuking him for being a "Wahhabi" since he limited 

venerating at graves and passive consent to blessed persons, was started. 

Notwithstanding such moves, in any case, he moved ahead his campaign against the 

Sikhs. Be that as it may, Sayyid Ahmad Shaheed couldn't recognize the terms 

publicized. As his fans moved to Peshawar, he obliged them and, in 1830, accepted 

control over the city and began his drive for social and moral restoration. Around his 

progressions was culmination the custom whereby the woman was withheld from the 

lucky man until he could pay a certain total of money. He similarly close down liquor 

stores,  wagering  sanctums,  and  houses  of  prostitution  and  named  Maulvi  Syed 

Muzaffar Ali as the city's judge. In the wake of setting up the conglomeration Sayyid 

Ahmad Shaheed moved to Balakot, where he was martyred on 6 May 1831. His 

passing was a wellspring of satisfaction for the Sikhs and the British. Sayyid Ahmad 

Shaheed's enduring could be reputed to be a setback to his qualities. In any case, he 
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had begun his mission being totally perceptive of such a conceivability.  His sole 

objective was not a smart triumph or an overnight upheaval, yet to make a perception 

around Muslims about the need to stand up against despicableness and mistreatment 

and to wash down Muslim social request of its obtained superstitions and custom. 

 
Iqbal praised such gives up in Farsi: 

 

 
Saray khakay Shaheeday laala haayay khoon may paasham 

 

 
Ki khoonash baa nihaalay millatay maa saazgaar aamad. 

 

 
This  exceptional  chance  contender's  distress  pushed  times.  His  fight  was  not 

essentially a fervent reaction to occupation and mistreatment, yet rather an ordinarily 

orchestrated  and  sufficiently regulated  mission  that  drew  followers  from  over  the 

Subcontinent. There was no longing for wealth or power, however simply the 

determination to alter the shamefulness and abuse being executed by the British and 

the Sikhs against the Muslims of western and northwestern India and to change Islamic 

on the other hand. 

 
 
 

The Sikhs lauded his enduring by setting Balakot ablaze. Only 300 youths around his 

followers  survived  the  blazing  breakout;  they  returned  to  Tounk  with  his  dame. 

Around  the  extent  of  150  of  his  physically  fit  supporters,  then  again,  moved  to 

Sathiana,  which  soon  transformed  into  a  center  of  their  chance  fight.  Their 

improvement was so ordinarily requested that endowments and volunteers pressed 

onto spill in from all parts of India, especially from Bengal and Bihar. Truly, the 

Sathiana advancement came to be solid to the focus that it sent a sudden to fight close 

by the Afghans all through the 1839-41 British assault of that country. Unfortunately, 

the British overran theafghan forces and dynamited Ghazni's entryways; around the 

dead were over 300 parts of the Sathiana unexpected. 

 
The Mughal Empire Falls 

 

 
This fight secured the structures of the war of self-governance that may mollify out up 

 

1857. Notwithstanding the way that there was a clear quiet all through those years, the 

powder of chance did not wear out. The battle started with a deep scattering of chapati, 

an everlasting Indian culinary generally cherished, and roses. Still coasted by their 
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triumph against the Muslim adaptability warriors, the British Residents (government 

agents) noted that these two things were being passed along, however did not join 

much vitality to this despite sensing possible detriment. Really, these things were a 

picture of national unity; their immaterial segment starting with one end of India then 

onto the next was an indication of far flung coordination around the people. A visitor 

bearing a chapati and a rose may pound on an entrance; the occupant may take a minor 

touch of it and smell the rose, and quickly get primed another one for the visitor. 

 
The British officers were getting acumen about this campaign, especially in Bengal.as 

harmless as it may look, the freckled tan, round chapati carried on fear and despising 

around them in 1857. J. W. Sherar wrotethat if the objective behind the methodology 

(chapati running) was to make a quality of excitement, the dissection had been 

favorable. (J. W. Sherar, 1910) 

 
In his Host of Midian: The Chapati Circulation and the Indian Revolt of 1857-58," 

(Troy Downs, 2005) Troy Downs of the University of Southern Queensland, Australia 

notes that reports ensuring that the chapati scattering was augmenting at a geometrical 

rate fundamentally reflected the British colonialists' stunningness at the speed at which 

it was being passed between villages, a speed that seemed to surpass that at which their 

own specific government demands were transmitted. Downs outlines further that "the 

speed of the chapati improvement helped its confound and pulled in keenness with 

respect to the obviously independent and uncontrollable nature of the event."(Ibid. 81.) 

 
British powers in like manner noted that congregations of religious specialists were 

flying out to Delhi and reminding admirers at the Jamia Masjid's Friday petitions to 

God that India had wound up part of the dar al-harb, since it was instantly included by 

Britain, and that these visitors may vanish in the wake of giving a couple of locations. 

 
Around such visitors was Molana Fazle Haq Khairabadi, the youngster of Molana 

 

Fazle Imam Khairabadi. 
 

 
The battles of Plassey (1757), Mysore (1799), and Sarangapatam (1799) achieved pain 

for Mirza Mohammad Sirajud Dawla, more commonly viewed as Siraj ud-Daulah 

(1733-57), the Nawab of Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa, and also for Sultan Fateh Ali 

Tippu, more broadly presumed to be Tipu Sultan and the "Tiger of Mysore" (1750-99). 

Somenine  years  after  Tipu's  enduring,  General  Bakht  Khan  Rohilla  (1797-1859) 
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depleted this standard. Around then, Mughal effect did not broaden past the Red Fort, 

where seventy-five-year-old Bahadur Shah Zafar, the continue going Mughal ruler, 

existed  on  a  grant  from  the  Company.  Illicit  to  name  his  successor,  Sir  Charles 

Metcalf, the British Resident of Delhi, endeavored to make malignance around Zafar 

and his posterity. The most urging persons who got a charge out of his full assurance 

were Queen Zeenat Mahal and Mirza Ilahi Baksh, the father-in-law of Zafar's posterity 

Mirza Fakhruddin. The catastrophe was that Ilahi Baksh was unpretentiously working 

together with the British. He had disaffirmed the affirmation of jihad issued against the 

British and, through riddle correspondence, ensured them of his full underpin.  (The 

Tragicomic Hero, Basharat Hussain Qizilbash,”The Nation (Lahore), 30 June 

2006.) 
 

 
The focus when General Bakht Khan raised the standard of chance, the Muslims were 

totally convoluted and unsettled. Be that as it may, he found supporters around the 

religious  specialists  who  had  been  inspired  by  Waliullah's  and  Sayyid  Ahmad 

Shaheed's advancements, and likewise around some of remains of the Balakot 

unforeseen who were even now contradicting the British. To be sure Molvi Fazle Haq 

Khairabadi had drafted this fatwa in the wake of assembling with the general, put 

hence it to the people at a Friday supplication to God, and after that impelled the 

diverse specialists to underpin it. 

 
Malik thinks about that Khairabadi not recently issued a fatwa-e jihad against the 

British, furthermore drafted what may have been the first constitution of liberated 

India. Malik incorporates that other than being a scientist of Islamic studies and 

reasoning, Khairabadi was also a creative personage, especially in Arabic composed 

meets expectations. Due to his significant studying and brainpower, he was called 

allama and, later on, was loved as a staggering Sufi. Notwithstanding the way that he 

was not an irrelevant character in the history of 1857, yet somehow his region has been 

undermined, if not totally neglected, by standard students of history. 

 
Notwithstanding the way that Khairabadi remains full of vibrancy in Urdu and Persian 

composed meets expectations, we scarcely find vernacular voices being heard in 

chronicled records that are critical to verify the method for the 1857 disobedience. 

 
After the flop of the 1857 war of self-influence, a few Muslim spies for the British 

helped pass on different risk warriors to trial, a few whom were uncovered committed 
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and hanged until they were dead. He decided to address himself. All through the trial, a 

get together collaboratorand witness turned risky and said under swear all over to that 

this was not the samekhairabadi who had made and signified the fatwa. One part of the 

jury was also not engineered to convict Khairabadi. 

 
In  any case, Khairabadi couldn't distinguish the witness'lies  and reported that the 

conglomeration accomplice had documented a right report that it was he, Khairabadi, 

who had drafted and accelerated the fatwa. Maybe the companion had a change of 

heart in the wake of confronting him in court, however actual existence, Khairabadi 

said, is that he had not changed one slither from the stand he had taken in his fatwa. 

The staggered judge tried to mediate, however Khairabadi solicited that he was right to 

his security of the British occupation. 

 
In this way, in 1859 Khairabadi was sentenced to imprisonment with steady work in 

the Andaman Island correctional area. 

 
The officer sent for Khairabadi, who entered his office as of now pass on the straw 

bushel utilized by the detainees to pass on headway material. The officer adjusts 

Khairabadi's designation to office appoint, and inferred that his sentence be drived. 

Family and partners had also been scanning for his possibility. Then again, when the 

sales of his discharge arrived, Khairabadi had breathed his keep going on 2 Safar 1287 

(1861) and was secured on the island. This nearby a part of the religious researchers' 

battle basically started by Walilullah. 

 
A  striking  standard  for  this  change  was  that  the  light  of  chance  was  passed 

advancement through times of researchers, stirring the war of independence in 1857, 

all through which the separated and slight last Mughal ruler, Bahadur Shah Zafar, was 

obliged to work together with General Bakht Khan. Besides, Zafar made a request for 

the vast majority of his descendants, with the exception of Mirza Mughal (1817-57), 

who had surrendered to the British, to battle under the general's energy. Their change 

offered have a specific last objective, which is to a sinking ruler. Most likely, when he 

was squashed and urged to scan for sanctuary in Emperor Humayun's mausoleum, he 

didn't lament his choice. Upon discovered that the discharged head had not devoured 

for three days, British commandant Maj. R. The center when Zafar cleared the spread, 

he saw the pioneers of his two youngsters and grandson, on top of that of Mirza 

Mughal. The bold ruler did not shed a tear; rather, he senta reaction that God be 
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adulated that the descendants of Taimur (1336-1405), the personality boggling vanquisher 

likewise known to the West as Timur the Lame due to his limp, who had charmed much of 

western and focal Asia and secured the Timurid Empire and Timurid meeting (1370-1405) 

in Central Asia (which made due until 1857), had taken off to the father's locale with their 

heads raised. 

 
The culmination of the jihad in May 1857, which realized the head's get and outcast to 

Rangoon, Burma, cooled however fulfilled not totally sprinkle the coals of possibility. The 

progression proceeded through Sir Syed Ahmad Khan (maker of the Aligarh change; 1817-

98), Allama Iqbal, and Mohamed Ali Jinnah (1876-1948). 

 


